In mobile applications, it is crucial to provide intuitive means for 2D and 3D interaction. A large number of techniques exist to support a natural user interface (NUI) by detecting the user's hand posture in RGB+D (depth) data. Depending on the given interaction scenario and its environmental properties, each technique has its advantages and disadvantages regarding accuracy and the robustness of posture detection. While the interaction environment in a desktop setup can be constrained to meet certain requirements, a handheld scenario has to deal with varying environmental conditions. To evaluate the performance of techniques on a mobile device, a powerful software framework was developed that is capable of processing and fusing RGB and depth data directly on a handheld device. Using this framework, five existing hand posture recognition techniques were integrated and systematically evaluated by comparing their accuracy under varying illumination and background. Overall results reveal best recognition rate of posture detection for combined RGB+D data at the expense of update rate. To support users in choosing the appropriate technique for their specific mobile interaction task, we derived guidelines based on our study. In the last step, an experimental study was conducted using the detected hand postures to perform the canonical 3D interaction tasks selection and positioning in a mixed reality handheld setup.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last years, there was a tremendous progress in the field of natural user interaction (NUI) as a new paradigm of human computer interaction (HCI). From multi-touch displays to finger and gesture recognition using RGB images as well as depth data, a large number of 2D and 3D interaction methods have been developed to provide intuitive interfaces. While multi-touch approaches require complex gestures to enable 3D interaction, detecting the user's hand posture provides a more straightforward and thus natural 2D/3D user interface. Such an interface allows users to freely move their hand when interacting with a stationary or mobile device. Natural 3D interaction is especially of interest in mixed reality (MR) environments. While in desktop M R scenarios the interaction environment can be tailored to meet certain requirements of the applied method -such as constant illumination and non-cluttered background -to ensure workstation robust hand recognition, interaction with a handheld device might be performed elsewhere. Thus, a mobile NUI must be able to cope with less constrained settings. Previous work demonstrates that depth data, processed on a stationary device, can be combined with RGB data to enable more reliable hand segmentation in cluttered or poorly illuminated environments. However, to provide a truly mobile NUI, RGB and depth data must be processed and fused directly on the handheld device. Based on RGB+D data, a developer can choose from a large number of existing hand detection approaches to build a powerful mobile NUI. However, a study comparing and elaborating the properties of each technique to provide guidelines for mobile NUIs is missing yet. This paper presents the following three main contributions:  A systematic study to evaluate existing RGB and RGB+D approaches for markerless hand posture recognition in a mobile interaction task.  Guidelines to help developers choose the most suitable markerless posture recognition technique for a certain application scenario.  A powerful software framework to process and fuse RGB and depth data on a mobile device. Thereby, we aim for a markerless NUI for handheld VR/AR to provide intuitive and robust hand posture recognition ( Figure 1 ).
RELATED WORK
Over the last years, 2D multi-touch has become the de-facto standard on handheld devices for interaction. However, due to the implicit characteristics of 2D touch input, only 2D gestures can be provided. Various multi-touch approaches have been designed to manipulate 3D objects but are not usable for natural and intuitive 3D interaction due to the missing 3D input. In order to enable natural 3D interaction, the third dimension needs to be taken into account and integrated to provide 3D gestures. On mobile devices, the built-in camera is usually used for vision-based methods (marker-based or markerless) to determine the hand and its 3D position for interaction. M arker-based approaches use color markers or gloves in order to perform hand segmentation. However, they cannot serve for natural interaction since preconditioning of the hand with additional equipment is required. Thus, we focus on markerless-based methods for hand segmentation and 3D interaction.
A great number of approaches for markerless hand detection based on RGB data use skin color as the main feature for segmentation [2, 5] . For these methods no special training is necessary; however, color as a feature is sensitive to variations in lighting condition. It is also impossible to distinguish hands from other skin-colored objects. Baldauf et al. [2] use the RGB camera of a smartphone and skin-specific values as threshold to segment skin-colored pixels. M orphological operations are applied to remove noisy pixels and fill holes in potential skin areas. After calculating the contours, the largest connected area is presumed to be the hand. Fingertips are determined by evaluating the distance between hand contour points and the inner and outer hand circle as well as using the hand's orientation. Other approaches use Haar-like features [6] for hand detection [3, 11] . Although classifiers based on Haar-like features are computationally expensive and require an offline training phase, they can differentiate hands from a face or other skin-colored objects. The work of Rodriguez et al. [11] uses a Haar-like feature classifier to detect a hand in a RGB webcam image. Then, two filters are applied to remove repetitions and false positives. The hand detection provides size and 2D position; the missing hand's depth value to allow for 3D interaction is estimated by evaluating the hand size (relative depth estimation).
Combining a RGB-and a depth-camera results in RGB+D data, which is used by a number of approaches [14, 15] to improve RGB-based hand segmentation and to provide absolute depth values for more precise 3D interaction. Van den Bergh and Van Gool [14] use a RGB-and a Time-of-Flight-camera (ToF) to generate RGB+D data. The low resolution of the depth camera is sufficient to detect foreground and remove background objects and to determine the hand's distance from the camera. The high resolution of the RGB camera allows for accurate and robust hand detection. Using a Haar-like feature-based classifier, the user's face is detected and the absolute distance of the face is determined using the ToF depth data. Based on this distance, a threshold is introduced to remove the background in the RGB data. Within the remaining RGB pixels, the hands are detected by applying skin color segmentation.
DETECTING HAND POSTURE & 3D POSITION
Based on the related work, we chose five different markerless approaches to detect hand postures in imaging data that have been proven to be reliable, fast and/or robust. Therefore, we combined and extended existing techniques to be executed on a handheld device, as described in Section 3.1. We did not apply color techniques for posture detection in RGB data due to its limitations to distinguish between hands and similar colored objects. Using the identified hand, we integrated three different techniques to either estimate the relative or the absolute hand 3D position, as described in Section 3.2. Our selected approaches use either RGB data for hand segmentation, posture detection and relative depth estimation or RGB+D data for improved hand segmentation and absolute depth estimation. Figure 2 shows the general setup of the prototype and interaction space.
Figure 2: Mobile hardware setup and 3D hand interaction
The user can interact using two different postures: Posture 1 (five fingers outstretched, see Figure 3a ) controls the virtual hand to select a virtual object. With Posture 2 (pointer finger outstretched, see Figure 3b ), the user can position a selected object. 
Hand Posture Detection
The approaches selected for detecting the hand posture are divided into two types. The first approach solely employs cascaded classifiers on RGB data while the set of second approaches use RGB+D data as input and perform a number of image processing operations to determine the postures.
Pure Cascaded Classifier
The First Approach (A1) is based on RGB data and two Haar-like feature-based cascaded classifiers [6] , C1 and C2, to detect Posture 1 and Posture 2.
The classifiers deliver the hand's 2D position and hand size, which is subsequently used for relative depth estimation to obtain the hand's 3D position for interaction. As an alternative, the 3D position is established with the maximum gray scale value of the hand, assuming the higher the gray value the closer the hand is to the camera. Both techniques are explained in Section 3.2. The data flow at runtime is depicted in Figure 4 . In A2-C, A2-H and A2-T, the convex hull ( Figure 6a ) and convexity defects are computed for fingertip detection. Convexity defects describe the deviations of the contour to the convex hull. The convexity defects are fingertip candidates and have to meet certain criteria to be classified as fingertips, i.e. a minimum distance to the hand's midpoint ( Figure 6b ). Depending on the amount of detected fingertips (Figure 6c ), the hand's postures are determined as four to five fingertips define Posture 1 and one to two fingertips define Posture 2.
Figure 6: Fingertip detection
The hand's 3D position is calculated with relative depth estimation, as described in Section 3.2. The data flow at runtime to determine the hand's 3D position using A2-C, A2-H and A2-T is shown in Figure 7 .
Figure 7: Application flow of A2 with relative depth estimation
In A2-D, the hand's palm is detected using the cascaded classifier C3. Next, RGB and depth imaging data are fused, as described in Section 3.2.2, to obtain more robust fingertip candidates and to calculate the absolute depth position of the hand for 3D interaction. Only those RGB pixels are considered that lie onto the same depth plane as the detection window, obtained by classifier C3. Subsequently, all other pixels are removed from the RGB data, resulting in a pixel mask that only contains hand pixel. Therefore, the hand can easily be segmented and its contour used for fingertip detection, as described before. With this approach, we overcome the limitation of [15] that requires the hand to be the closest object to the camera for correct hand segmentation. The workflow to calculate the hand's 3D position for later interaction is depicted in Figure 8 . 
3D Position Estimation
The 2D position of the hand is obtained using the proposed approaches from 3.1. It is provided by the classifier upon posture recognition by using the calculated center point of the detection window as x-and y-coordinates, as illustrated in Figure 5 . To obtain the hand's z-coordinate to enable 3D interaction, relative and absolute depth estimation methods are applied, as described in the following.
Relative Depth Estimation
Additionally to the hand's 2D position, the classifier also delivers the hand size that is given by the detection window size. It can be subsequently used for relative depth estimation by exploiting the correlation between detected hand size and distance. The bigger the hand appears in the image, the closer it is to the camera in physical space. Before tracking, the minimal and maximal values for hand size and corresponding distance need to be empirically determined once by segmenting the hand at minimal and maximal distance to the camera. The minimal and maximal distance is defined by the boundaries from and up to the hand that can be detected by the algorithm within the RGB imaging data. Thereby, the relation between detected hand size and physical distance is established and subsequently used to estimate the z-coordinate of the hand during interaction.
Alternatively to the hand size, the maximum gray value of the detected hand region is calculated by analyzing the gray scale pixel values. Upon determination, this value can be employed for relative depth estimation. We made the assumption the higher the gray value the closer the hand is to the camera, resulting in the corresponding z-coordinate of the hand. At the beginning of the interaction, the minimum and maximum gray values are obtained by positioning the hand at minimum and maximum distance to the camera. Again, these values are the minimum and maximum boundaries of the interaction volume. As this approach highly depends on the illumination, the system must be able to cope with changes of the environmental light situation during runtime. Therefore, the user can adjust the minimum and maximum gray values during tracking leading to a constant input for interaction and a reliable depth estimation.
Absolute Depth Estimation
The depth data provided by the depth imaging device is used to calculate the absolute depth of the hand's 3D position. Therefore, RGB and depth data need to be fused. This is performed by intrinsically and extrinsically calibrating both cameras in an offline process using [7, 8] . Next, the z-coordinate of the calculated hand's x/y-coordinate (in RGB camera coordinate system) can be determined by transforming the corresponding depth pixel into the RGB camera coordinate system by employing the obtained camera projection matrices.
FRAMEWORK
In our developed framework, the handheld device and the depth sensor are rigidly coupled and calibrated to provide correctly registered RGB+D data. For intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibration, pictures of a 7×4 checkerboard pattern were simultaneously taken with the built-in mobile RGB camera and the externally connected depth imaging device. All data was then processed with the MIP tool [7] to estimate both internal and external camera parameters. Based on the calibration, depth data is mapped onto the RGB image, resulting in RGB+D data [4] . The proposed setup uses RGB+D data with a resolution of 320x240 pixels. Via USB, the Kinect is directly connected to the tablet [9] and is interfaced with the hand posture detection application using OpenNI [10] . The drivers with OpenNI support, provided by Avin2's SensorKinect [12] , had to be re-compiled with Android NDK [1] in order to use the Kinect with Android. Unfortunately, this driver does not support the Near Mode feature of the Kinect for Windows. Thus, the proposed setup requires a minimum distance of 48cm for reliable and robust hand depth data.
Figure 9: S oftware Processing Pipeline
In Figure 9 , the software processing pipeline is depicted. We use OpenCV [8] for hand and fingertip detection in RGB data. To minimize tracking latency, Kinect integration as well as image and depth data processing is entirely implemented in C++, using Android NDK [1] and the Java Native Interface (JNI). Rendering of the virtual scene as well as 3D interaction is handled by the game engine Unity3D [13] , which is integrated into the Android application.
EVALUATION OF POSTURE DETECTION
With our framework, we tested the proposed RGB classifier and RGB(+D) segmentation techniques for posture recognition by evaluating five different test sets with varying hand positions, background and illumination conditions.
Test Sets & Ground Truth
We established five test sets to simulate various realistic VR/AR 3D interaction scenarios. Each test set consists of equally weighted (50:50 ratio) positive (with hand posture) and negative (without posture) images. All images were captured with our application using the frontfacing camera (RGB) and Kinect (depth map). Next, we annotated all images (center point of the hand) to formulate a well-defined and robust ground truth.
Results
The hand posture detection was evaluated with f-score, as the combination of precision and recall as their weighted average, and accuracy, as the proportion of true results. For performance evaluation, we measured the achieved application frame rate. The mean frame rate of each approach with standard deviation σ is listed in Table 1 . Since A1 as well as the A2-D require complex computations, their processing is slower, resulting in significantly less frame rates than A2-C, A2-H, A2-T. Before evaluating fscore and accuracy for each (compound) approach, we first tested separately the performance of the three Haar-like feature classifiers C1, C2, C3. Therefore, we calculated the mean of fscore and accuracy for each classifier over all test sets. As listed in Table 2 , the results indicate similar performances of classifier C1 to detect Posture 1 in A1 and classifier C3 to detect the hand's palm in A2. The results of classifier C2 to detect Posture 2 in A1 were found less accurate than C1 and C3. Next, all test sets were independently processed with each hand posture detection approach. Then, the obtained results were compared with the ground truth to determine true and false detections. We defined detection as true positive if the distance between the center point of the detected hand and the center point of the ground truth is less than 15 pixels.
Figure 10: Evaluation of S et 1, S et 2, S et 3 and S et 4
As illustrated in Figure 10 , the detection of Posture 1 in front of white backgrounds shows good results for all approaches with constant illumination (Set1, Figure 10a ) but poorer results for A2-C and A2-H for varying lighting conditions (Set2, Figure 10b ). When evaluating Posture 1 in front of cluttered background (Set3), considerable differences between A2-C and A2-T could be found, as illustrated in Figure 10c . Compared to Figure 10b , the results for Posture 2 (Set4) exposed almost similar performance of A2-C, A2-H, A2-T, A2-D and a large deviation for A1, as depicted in Figure 10d .
After separately evaluating the detection of Posture 1 and 2, we tested their detection in the combined Set5. As depicted in Figure 11a , A1, A2-T and A2-D perform considerably better than A2-H and especially A2-C. Finally, we calculated the mean f-score and mean accuracy over all test sets for each approach. As illustrated in Figure 11b , the best results are achieved with A1 and A2-D, while A2-C performed worst.
Discussion
The results of the performance evaluation indicate that all approaches achieve interactive frame rates to provide intuitive 3D interaction. However, A1 and A2-D perform slower caused by the use of two computationally expensive classifiers in A1 and the gathering of depth data and mapping in A2-D. The Haar-like feature classifiers C1 and C3 delivered good result even under varying lighting conditions and with cluttered backgrounds. Results for classifier C2 have found lower f-score and accuracy. That might be caused by the shape of an outstretched single finger, which is small and therefore provides fewer features for detection and differentiation from the background. This problem can be mitigated with more intensive training of the classifier.
Analyzing the results for posture recognition, A1 was found to work well with cluttered background and showed overall good results for Posture 1. The differences for Posture 2 reflect the results of the classifier evaluation of C2. A2-C performed poorly with cluttered backgrounds and was overall ranked last in this evaluation. Since the Canny Edge detection cannot differentiate between hand contour and other edges, this approach is not recommended in a minor to non-constrained handheld NUI environment. A2-H achieved good overall results and outperformed A2-C as well as A2-T, particularly with cluttered backgrounds. To be able to react to varying lighting conditions, user can manually adapt the threshold in A2-T. For those situations, it shows good results but performs worse in situations with cluttered background. The depth data in A2-D is used to remove the background; this results in good performance with cluttered backgrounds, varying lighting conditions and the best overall performance amongst the A2 approaches. The standard deviations in Table 2 and Figure 11b are mostly influenced by cluttered backgrounds and C2, as discussed above.
Based on the given results and the test sets, we derived guidelines to support users to choose the most suitable hand recognition technique for a certain handheld VR/AR 3D interaction scenario:
 A1 shows very good results if the underlying classifier is well trained, but provides slower frame rate and requires one classifier for each posture.  A2-H is overall the best choice if only RGB data is available and fast tracking is required.  A2-T provides high frame rates, can be quickly implemented and is suitable if 3D interaction is performed in front of a white background. For different illumination situations, manual user adaption is required to react to light changes.  A2-D is the most robust approach for all 3D interaction situations, but provides smaller update rates.
EVALUATION OF 3D INTERACTION
As hand posture recognition is the essential foundation to enable 3D interaction, we used the framework and the integrated interaction techniques to conduct an experimental evaluation with one participant of the two canonical 3D interaction tasks selection and positioning.
Test Scenario
For task evaluation, a virtual scene was created comprising an empty cubic volume. A cube was added to the scene and set to its initial position in the front left corner. The rear right corner was defined as target area. In this virtual scene, the user had to perform the following compound interaction task:
Task 1: Select the cube using Posture 1 Task 2: Translate the cube into the target area using Posture 2
Using the recognition approaches A1 and A2, as described in Section 3, the postures are detected and the estimated 3D position of the user's hand is mapped to a virtual interaction object, the so called virtual hand.
Results
For each posture detection approach, the compound interaction task was performed once with constant illumination and in front of a cluttered background. To evaluate the reliability of detection, the obtained postures were recorded and plotted for the time the interaction occurred. The evaluation of posture detections for all sub-types of A2 is depicted in Figure 13 . As illustrated in Figure 13a , A2-C indicates stable detection results during Task 1 but a considerable amount of false negative identifications while performing Task 2. For A2-H, Figure 13b depicts short interruptions of posture detections during Task 1 and Task 2. Using A2-T, reliable detection during both interaction tasks is observed, as illustrated in Figure 13c . As shown in Figure 13d , A2-D detects Posture 1 reliably, except two false detections, and indicates robust posture identification during Task 2.
After evaluating the robustness as well as reliability of posture detection over the entire compound interaction task, the estimated 3D positions of the virtual hand are examined. Therefore, the hand's 3D position was recorded during the interaction and subsequently plotted. In Figure 14 , the virtual hand's 3D position was obtained using the hand size. The graph indicates a straightforward task completion that requires no manual initial step by the user; however, considerable deviations of the z-coordinate estimate are observed. They are caused by the varying size of the classifiers detection window. In Figure 16 , the estimated absolute 3D position of A2-D is shown. The graph depicts a continuous z-coordinate estimate, indicating a robust frame-to-frame 3D position over the entire task time.
Discussion
Analyzing the results of posture detection over the time of 3D interaction, strong correlations were found to the results of the detection evaluation from Section 5.2. C2 performs instable to identify Posture 2 for Approach A1, leading to false negative detections during the positioning task. Using the Canny edge detector for fingertip segmentation was again found to be most unstable, reflected by the large amount of false negative detections during the positioning tasks. The results of A2-T, A2-H and A2-D achieved stable overall results with just a minor amount of false negative detections during the compound interaction tasks. However, this was found to not significantly affect the interaction experience during the qualitative evaluation.
When evaluating the results of the 3D hand position determination, the hand size taking as measure for depth estimation indicates fair results. No manual initialization phase was required allowing the user to interact in 3D upon application start. However, the deviation of the z-coordinate are caused and influenced in magnitude by the performance of the classifiers. In the presence of false positive detections or incorrect estimations of the hand size, the z-coordinate estimate is jittery, decreasing the 3D interaction experience. The depth estimation using the hand's maximum gray value was found to fairly perform in this test scenario as well, requiring constant lighting and a well-lit hand. After a brief familiarization phase to the light-dependent relation between gray and depth value, the user was able to complete the 3D interaction task without problems. The range of accepted gray values has to be manually adapted by the user according to the scene's current illumination conditions. The most robust, stable and thus reliable 3D positions were estimated by processing the depth imaging data. No initial adaption phase was required and no deviations of the z-coordinate occur, leading to a natural 3D interaction experience.
The results of the posture recognition during the compound interaction task correlates with the results of the detection evaluation from Section 5 and emphasize the importance of a robust detection to provide natural interaction experience. Taking the results and findings of the 3D position estimation into account, the assets and drawbacks of the presented methods are:
 Hand size is a reliable feature for relative depth estimation but only if classifiers are well trained. It provides a straightforward connection between hand size and 3D position without the need of an initial setup phase.  Gray value of the hand can act as a reliable input parameter for relative depth estimation, but only if constant illumination is given and the hand is fairly illuminated. In addition, the correlation between gray value and depth estimation requires an adaption phase and is not self-explanatory.  Depth data provides an absolute distance estimate that can be seamlessly integrated to enable a natural 3D interaction experience.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
We have presented a software framework to provide natural 3D interaction for handheld VR/AR environments using RGB and RGB+D data. Based on a systematic study, we were able to derive useful guidelines to support developers to choose an appropriate technique amongst the large variety of approaches. The experimental 3D interaction evaluation supported the results of the detection evaluation and demonstrated the different characteristic of the depth estimation methods. A comprehensive user study is planned to further examine 3D interaction in a handheld mixed reality setup. Future work will also focus on dynamic gesture recognition as well as integration of smaller depth sensing devices to provide a handheld NUI with enhanced usability.
